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1.0 Review of Scheme and Policy Requirements (Cardno)
Prepared for the City of South Perth, the Cardno report provides an extensive discussion of the
South Perth Station Precinct. The predominant focus is on the issues, analysis and subsequent
recommendations for the precinct. Listed below is a summary of the central findings.

1.1 Key Concerns
Building height
•

Impact of new high-rise apartments on views from existing apartments and key
vantage points (city, community)

•

Overshadowing

•

Community benefit should not be the only differentiator of height. Context analysis
and purpose with regard to existing buildings, foreshore, existing amenities and shops,
impact on social structure and demographics (city, community)

•

Significant height increases detract from existing character (community)

•

Once buildings exceed circa 8 storeys – it doesn’t make a difference how high they
are (industry)

•

Prescriptive height limits result in a ‘wall’ of buildings the same height – much like
northern part of South Perth (industry)

•

The maximum heights plan needs to be reviewed in light of the recent decisions that
significantly exceed the heights on the map. This has an impact not only on community
expectation, but also on the heights outside of the special design area as there will now
be a 25-meter maximum internally which cannot be varied while the heights at the
edges significantly exceed the 25 and 41 metres shown on the plan.

Plot Ratio
•

Potential need to go down a building envelope path rather than relying on plot ratio as
the plot ratio requirements are confusing, subject to legal interpretation and might
not be resulting in what South Perth are trying to achieve (industry)

•

Insufficient employment floor space is being realized (city)

•

Developer ‘kickback’ regarding requirement to provide a minimum amount of office is
a short-term problem due to the current over supply of commercial space in the city.
Planning is for the long term benefit, not the short term (industry)

•

Need for greater flexibility in development mix including apartment types to cater for
differing market demands and to be commercially viable (industry)

•

Requirement to provide a minimum plot ratio of 1.0:1 non-residential unfairly
burdens smaller scale developments as the proportion of the total development is
greater and this can impact viability (industry)

•

Too much emphasis on providing non-residential floor space (industry)

•

Where overall plot ratio is less than 3.0:1 the requirement for a maximum residential
plot ratio of 1.5:1 is onerous (industry)

•

Retention of a maximum plot ratio but with no height limits would have allowed
protection of view corridors across the peninsula between Perth and Melville Waters
(industry)

•

The plot ratio requirements outside of the special design area means that really
only office can be developed given the depth to the water table and the height
restrictions (industry)

•

Given the water table height, the plot ratio includes car parking in the podium, which
is not really an issue in the Special Design Area given that there is no maximum plot
ratio but outside of the SDA the plot ratio has limitations, given the height limit (industry)

Podiums
•

Requirement for podiums on all new development except in some streets where they
are optional. There should be more discretion to provide podiums or not (industry)

•

Bulky podiums with nil setbacks create unfriendly street environment (community)

•

Discretion on podium height and setbacks only exists on corner sites where a higher
‘architectural feature’ can be considered (city, industry)

•

No discretion to vary side and rear setbacks on podiums. This can impact on
adjacent properties that don’t have podiums (city, community)

Setbacks
•

Graduated setbacks of towers could increase the higher they get (city, community)

•

Front setbacks to fit in with established streetscape and protect established street
trees (community)

Overshadowing
•

Access to daylight and solar energy (community)

Community Benefits
•

Requirements for affordable and adaptable housing as a percentage of all
dwellings onerous, particularly within large scale developments and can affect project
viability (industry)

•

Mandatory public access to end-of-trip facilities in mixed-use developments causes
concerns with security (industry)

•

More on-street parking will result and this will also cause safety issues for
pedestrians and cyclists (community)

•

Maximum limits should be removed to allow more parking to be provided for those
apartment buyers who want it, especially high end market (industry)

•

Car parking needs to be considered based on the useable floor area rather than a
GFA (industry)
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Performance Criteria
•

Criteria to allow higher buildings are too subjective (community)

•

More detailed performance criteria are required, especially relating to street
interface (community)

•

Should be no constraints to discretionary power relating to variations under
Table A as not enough discretionary power to support alternative proposals that could
achieve design excellence (industry)

•

Additional performance criteria are required, to provide flexibility. Only five currently
exist and four must be met (industry)

Precinct and Special Control Area Boundaries
•

North of Judd Street is over 800m from proposed train station and should not be
included in precinct (community)

•

High-rise high density not suitable north of Judd Street (community)

•

Mixed-use north of Judd Street out of character with current residential use
(community)

•

Areas south of current precinct should be included (community)

•

Whole of peninsula should be included within the precinct (industry)

Sustainability Measures
•

Green Star Rating Tool adds to development costs (industry)

•

Six Star Green Star requirement is too high and can be unachievable. Should be
reduced to Five Star (industry)

•

Other rating tools such as NABERS and NatHERS should be accepted instead of
Green Star (industry)

Land Use
•

Throughout the control area, you should be able to spread more local shops, possibly
limiting them in size, but in order to provide food outlets for lunch time use (industry)

1.2 Key Recommendations
Precinct Extent
•

Reconfigure precinct boundary to reflect the District Activity Centre classification of
South Perth, to take into account the walkable catchment of Mends Street Jetty

•

Change the sub-precinct boundaries to better align with land use priorities, creating
a greater focus on commercial development nearer the proposed South Perth Station,
and recognising the more residential focus north of Judd Street

•

Provide clear statements of intent for each sub precinct including a review of
permitted and contemplated land uses

Special Design Area
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•

Extend the Special Design Area to incorporate the whole of the Mends Street –
Harper Terrace and Mends Street – Darley Street blocks

•

Reconsider the appropriateness of the Special Design Area along Lyall Street
and Judd Street; very tall buildings along these streets are likely to cause significant
overshadowing of lower sites to the south

•

Retain the minimum street frontage and site area but define what would constitute
a ‘minor’ variation

Height
•

Introduce a specific requirement for all tall building developments to scale down
towards adjacent lower scaled areas

•

Reconsider the underlying height limits within the Special Design Area with a view
to increasing the base height to 41 metres

•

Within proposed sub-precinct 1, consider increasing the base height to 41 metres
throughout

•

Minimum base building/podium height 10.5 metres (3 storeys) or aligned with
neighbouring buildings if neighbouring building is a heritage building or within a lower
scaled area and is unlikely to be redeveloped to be higher

Plot Ratio
•

Maintain the minimum plot ratio requirement for employment floor area in subprecincts where employment generating land uses are particularly desired (proposed
sub-precincts 1 and 2) but remove the limit on residential plot ratio

Performance Criteria
•

Reconsider the current performance criteria

•

Rather than requiring provision of a certain number of the stated benefits the degree
and quality or quantity (as appropriate) to which they are met should be the determinant
for how much of a variation the Council is prepared to grant

•

‘Additional community benefits’ should only include:
- Provision of public amenities
- Provision of commercial/non-residential land uses above the minimum requirement
- Provision of long-term affordable housing and details of management

Street setbacks
•

Minimum 40% of street frontage setback on Mends Street, South Perth Esplanade
between Harper Terrace and Ray Street, Mill Point Road south of Judd Street,
Labouchere Road, and Lyall Street – nil

•

All other streets - minimum 2 metres at and above ground level, to allow for a
landscaped setback and canopy street trees. Minor height encroachments (up to 1
metre) within this setback

•

The minimum setback applies only to those parts of the building to a height of 10.5
metres
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•

Between 10.5 to 25 metres or the width of the adjacent street (whichever is the
lesser), the building must be set back a minimum of 3 metres (this will not apply in
streets with a minimum 4 metre setback)

•

Up to one third of the tower element frontage can come to ground (ie: not form part
of a visible building base) but must be set back as required for the tower

•

For building elements 25 metres to 65 metres high the minimum street setback –
additional 2 metres minimum

•

For building elements above 65 metres high – minimum 8 metres

•

Ensure that discretion exists to vary the front setbacks of buildings behind the
specified setback, requiring instead that in streets where a continuous building line or
“street wall” is desired this can still be perceived.

•

Allow discretion for approval of minor architectural elements to protrude into the
front setback, provided that they do not result in the building overall appearing closer
to the street than it otherwise would have.

Side and Rear Setbacks
•

Building to 10.5 metres high – nil (discretion to increase where justified by context –
such as major openings or open space in adjacent development – no maximum)

•

10.5 metres to 25 metres high minimum setback from side and rear boundary or
centre line of adjacent lane if any – 3 metres

•

Building elements 25 metres to 65 metres high – 4 metres to boundary or centre line
of adjacent lane if any

•

Building elements above 65 metres high – minimum 8 metres to boundary or centre
line of adjacent lane if any

•

Minimum distance between tower elements on the same site to be equivalent to
twice the setback required to the site boundary

Transition to lower scaled development
•

On sites adjacent to lower scaled areas, open space or heritage, ensure a transition in
height and scale that respects the scale of the lower scaled area (as determined by
the planned context of the lower scaled area)

Podiums
•

Remove the hard-and-fast rule that a podium must be provided in some areas and
replace it with a requirement that buildings have a clear base that relates to the
width of the street and provides a comfortable sense of scale within the adjacent public
realm – height no greater than adjacent street width.

•

If provided, a podium should be a minimum of 10.5 metres high (3 storeys) and no
higher than the width of the adjacent street reserve.

•

Maximum height of a podium with nil setback – 10.5 metres.
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•

Require that applications provide an analysis of wind impacts on the ground plane
and any occupiable podium or roof top outdoor areas, and demonstrate how any
adverse impacts are mitigated by the design.

Parking and Traffic
•

Every proposed development seeking parking provision above the stated
maximum must be able to demonstrate the amount of car parking proposed can be
accommodated and managed within the existing road network.

•

Do not allow car parking to be located immediately behind the façade of any part of
the building visible from the street. Discretion may be exercised if the Council is
satisfied that the architectural response is such that the parking does not adversely
affect the appearance of the building from the street or neighbouring buildings, and that
passive surveillance of adjacent public realm is not prejudiced by the absence of
occupiable space on those façades.

Design Quality
•

Architectural Design Excellence must be achieved by any development seeking a
variation

Sustainability
•

All new developments to be designed to a minimum GBCA 4 Star Green Star
(Best Practice) or equivalent and 5 Star Green Star or equivalent for developments
seeking the use of discretion within the Special Design Area

Developer Contributions
•

Consider the introduction of a special area rate as a more equitable way of funding
improvements that will benefit all properties within the precinct;

•

Design and costing of streetscape improvements as recommended by the South
Perth Station Precinct Plan, in order to inform preparation of either a SRA or a DCP;

•

Examine both community and service infrastructure needs within the precinct to
identify potential new or upgrade provision that can be costed to inform preparation of
either a SRA or a DCP.
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2.0 Mends Street Retail Potential Analysis (Urbis)
Urbis’ analysis is intended to provide guidance on the supportable amount and type of
floorspace that might occur in Mends Street along with an assessment of the activation potential
and what needs to be considered over and above demand for retail floorspace. Key findings
and recommendations are detailed below.

2.1 Key Findings
•

Not a strong convenience retail location - Civic Heart is expected to absorb much
of this activity - although there may be some scope for a differentiated boutique market
style offering within the redevelopment of the Millstream Arcade. Mends Street can be
expected to trade primarily on the basis of a food and beverage offering along
with some boutique apparel retail. Attraction of national brand retailers will be
difficult, and any boutique offering is most likely to be from WA based retailers.

•

The residential catchment is unlikely to be sufficient to drive the revitalization of
Mends Street even given an increased capture of per capita spend and a growing
population base. It will require significant trade generated from beyond the
catchment

•

Planning framework should seek to incentivize retail and commercial development
rather than placing perceived onerous conditions on landowners and developers. This
reflects comments from some key landowners in the street. Moreover, there is a
justifiable perception that planning requirements around floorspace ratios will lead to
an oversupply of retail / commercial floorspace.

2.2 Key Recommendations
•

That the City of Perth, in consultation with its key stakeholders in the Mends Street
precinct, confirm a clearly articulated vision of the purpose, function and form for
Mends Street in the context of the Station Precinct. This will involve consideration of
the street’s residential, retail, entertainment and recreation roles

•

Undertake an urban design review and public realm study to re-envision the Mends
Street physical environment, how it appeals to pedestrian traffic and relates to the
major local attractors of the foreshore, the jetty and the zoo

•

Explore the introduction of other dynamic uses such as outdoor cinemas and
markets in and around the heritage precinct and foreshore

•

Review the implications of the planning framework on land owners and developers
and seek to understand the constraints that the planning framework places on
developer activity in Mends Street, particularly as regards to issues of plot ratio and the
potential for oversupply of retail / commercial floorspace
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•

Engage with key landowners and developers to explore options to incentivize
development that stimulates street level activation in Mends Street

•

Address traffic flows such that pedestrian access and activity is optimized

•

Facilitate opportunities for al fresco dining and entertainment

•

Explore opportunities to optimize the frequency and accessibility to street and
foreshore based events

•

Engage with key landowners to explore the options for street level building renovations
to activate the foreshore end of Mends Street

3.0 South Perth Train Station (MacroPlan Dimasi)
MacroPlan Dimasi was commissioned to assess the rationale for the South Perth Train Station.
The subsequent report develops a persuasive case to develop the South Perth Train Station.

3.1 Key Transit Functions
‘Destination Station’, servicing:
•

Perth Zoo

•

Local offices, retail, employment and activity uses

•

Potential Richardson Park Development

•

Special Events

‘Origin Station’, servicing:
•

Local residents and commuters

•

Tourists/visitors staying in the area

‘Transfer Station’
•

Potential longer-term role to provide for transfers between the rail network, buses and,
potentially, ferries.

3.2 Key Challenges
Quarter-circle catchment area
•

Majority of the catchment area is occupied by things that generate no or negligible
transport demand – Swan River, Richardson Park and the South Perth Golf Course

Propensity to use public transport
•

Propensity of existing residents to use public transport is perceived as low

Impact on the Existing transit network
•

Perth to Mandurah rail as an inter-regional transport infrastructure
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3.3 Addressing Challenges
Quarter-circle catchment area
•

Intensity of development in the South Perth precinct and actual and proposed
investment in additional developments means that the catchment area, although small
geographically, has a very high residential and employment yield

Propensity to use public transport
•

Type of and price point of the apartment development means that the new population
moving to the area will create a new, younger demographic for South Perth and will
shift the transport demand dynamic

Impact on the Existing transit network
•

Planning framework is encouraging infill development and the development industry
has responded to this opportunity

•

The importance of the South Perth catchment justifies any negative impact on the
broader transport network

4.0 Luxmoore Parking and Safety – Parking Strategy
Commissioned by the City of South Perth, Luxmoore’s Parking Strategy endeavors to:
1. Provide a strategic citywide parking framework for the short, medium and longer terms,
and;
2. Identify a comprehensive action plan to assist in the future preparation of Parking
Control Areas (PCA plans
The document includes a review of relevant documents, a SWOT analysis, stakeholder
meetings, workshops and surveys, and an assessment of future demand. The following list
outlines the key findings of the investigation.

4.1 Key Findings
•

Plentiful parking is available within a reasonable walking distance (250 m) of several
key destinations

•

Survey of parking demand patterns in the Mends Street, Angelo Street and Preston
Street PCA’s indicate an average demand at less than 81% of bays

•

There is an under-utilisation of pay parking in several locations, e.g. in Richardson
Reserve

•

More effective use can be made of all public parking facilities such as George
Burnett Leisure Centre and the Jetski car park.

•

Simplification of time restrictions and fees will result in greater compliance and
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increased churn of bays
•

Parking restrictions and fees are confusing for a driver to understand and difficult
for rangers to enforce

•

More effective enforcement technology and resources will assist in the
management of parking.

•

There are inadequate ranger resources and technology to adequately monitor
compliance for public and private parking facilities especially at schools.

•

Schools should provide their own traffic and parking management resources

•

Introduce a permit scheme - Residents are sometimes inconvenienced by
commuters parking in their streets

•

The parking supply from some developments should be unbundled to allow more
effective use of the bays

•

TravelSmart plans should be applied for new and existing developments

•

Surplus parking income and cash-in-lieu could be used to fund improved access

•

The student-only Curtin Area Bus Service (CABS) should be shared by public
commuters

•

A free local bus service could be funded by the City to increase non private vehicle
patronage to local commercial areas such as the zoo where up to 70% of visitors arrive
by private car

4.2 Key Recommendations
•

Focus on people access not vehicle access

•

Provide efficient and effective alternatives to car access

•

Parking policy and strategy must support sustainable transport

•

The appropriate amount of parking for the centre will be well below the
unconstrained demand for parking

•

The provision of parking requires a demand management, not a demand satisfaction
approach

•

A parking user hierarchy is to be implemented for different PCA’s to support growth
and intensification goals

•

Parking occupancy in high demand areas should be surveyed regularly - measure
actual usage and to compare changing patterns of usage from year to year in different
commercial centres

•

Appoint an administrative Parking Working Group - responsible for bringing forward
issues that cross boundaries between the traditional administrative units

•

New parking controls or charges need to be constantly reviewed by the City and
amended as necessary

•

Evaluate the introduction of parking controls and eventually pay parking
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•

Public parking information should be applied and published uniformly across the
entire City equally to council and privately owned public car parking

•

Increase the effective allocation of parking enforcement resources in combination
with improved technologies for monitoring compliance

•

Implements a Parking Control and Management Plan to be provided with a
development application for any project exceeding more than five bays

•

Develop a plan to identify and prioritise potential sites for the construction of parking
decks to serve the commercial centres

•

Expand pay parking areas based on regular and comparative surveys

•

Increase the provision and enforcement of pay parking in privately owned public
car parks

•

Apply various parking restrictions in areas of high demand to achieve a target peak
occupancy rate

•

Introduce priced parking with no time limits in areas with high parking demand and
a low availability of spaces

•

Parking demand should be reviewed every one to three years

•

Prices should be adjusted either up or down in response to the occupancy surveys
undertaken

•

Some PCA’s in the City experience high parking demand in the evenings, and where
this occurs, the City should implement expanded paid parking hours (as opposed to
standard 8am-6pm) where necessary to manage demand

•

Residential parking zones should have a time limit across the zone to prioritise
short-term parking and deter commuter parking

•

Make use of new technology to ensure that residential parking zones remain an
effective solution for managing parking demand

•

A cash-in-lieu fee for all projects should be charged, but with a regular adjustment to
the fee
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5.0 Vision 2027 Strategic Community Plan Review
Research Solutions was commissioned by the City of South Perth to assist the City with Stage
One of their revision of ‘Vision 2017’. This incorporated reviewing and analysing the results of
its community survey. The survey focused on unveiling the key attractions of the City and what
priorities the local community would like to see the City focus on over the coming years. Key
details have been listed below.

5.1 Key Findings
Attractions
•

Location (71%)

•

Natural Environment (66%)

Desired future focus
•

Economy and lifestyle (37%) – activating cafés, restaurants and bars (20%),
improved parking (14%), improved retail offering (13%)

•

Planning and design (66%) – limiting high rise (17%), limiting density (6%), controlled
and planned development (5%) – largely an issue of aged persons

•

Infrastructure (37%) – traffic management (11%), swimming pool (9%), cycleways
(8%)

•

Natural environment (34%) – upgrading and activation of foreshore (15%), quantity,
appropriateness and management of trees (10%)

•

Public transport (29%) – better public transport connecting the City (13%), improved
ferry service (10%), South Perth train station (9%)
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ROBERTSDAY
PLACE AUDIT RESULTS

61

89

50

67
40

PLACE ASSESSMENT
CRITERIA
ATTRACTIVE

Do building, landscape
and public realm design
combine to create an
imageable place?

WELCOMING

Is the place legible,
hospitable and safe
to use by people of all
backgrounds?

ACCESSIBLE

Is the place easily
accessible by pedestrians,
cyclists and transit users
of all abilities?

DYNAMIC

Are buildings, spaces and
activities in the place
interesting and rich in
character?

Places are individually scored against place
assessment criteria with results combined
to produce an overall place score out of a
possible 100:

SCORES
90-100 GREAT
Captivating places that are a pleasure
to experience

17

74

75

45
70

46

33
47

70-89 PROMISING
Successful places with resolvable
limitations

48
58

34
16

50-69 ORDINARY
Acceptable but unremarkable places
with room for improvement

36

58

30-49 BELOW AVERAGE

94

62

0-29 POOR

78

17
46

49

Lackluster places with design and use
challenges
Problematic places with serious
safety or accessibility issues

83

55
55

55

46

53
44
58

LOVED

67

Do people use, maintain
and positively interact
within the place?

45
69
28
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PLACE SCORES
The RobertsDay Place Assessment identified
areas of high amenity, many promising places
with pontential for improvement and a number
of problematic spaces which present poor place
outcomes. These results are individually summarised
over the following pages.

1. MILL POINT ROAD EAST
BETWEEN KING EDWARD
ST AND DARLEY ST

2. PARKER STREET

3. DARLEY STREET - RAY
STREET

55

56

46

Windsor Park (No. 1) recieved the highest place
ranking, with its excellent landscaping quality, public
art and integrated cultural and civic facilities creating
a high quality public space.
The pedestrian access way between Melville Parade
and Mill Point Road along Judd Street (No. 26)
recieved the lowest place score, with its narrow
width and lack of protection from high speed freeway
traffic creating an unsafe and unpleasant space.

PLACE LOCATION MAP

18

17

19

16
21
20

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

65

Attractive

55

Attractive

55

Welcoming

75

Welcoming

60

Welcoming

45

Accessible

60

Accessible

65

Accessible

45

Dynamic

25

Dynamic

45

Dynamic

40

Loved

50

Loved

55

Loved

45

15

CONSTRAINTS
•

12

23
14

•
•

13

22
24

11
25

10
26

6

7

27

•
5

4

Main thoroughfare with heavy traffic in peak
times (morning / afternoon)
Zoo back of house – boundary fence
Current greening in private areas and may
change over time
Private frontage dominated by residential
parking

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

Significant gated multi-storey tenanted
buildings set back from the street
Lack of perceived safety due to barbed wire
and keep out signage
Steep slope of cul-de-sac
Poor verge treatment on corner
Residential street dominated by car access

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

Back of house areas for Mends Street
Windsor Car park
Limited accessibility with narrow footpath
Paid decked parking entrance to back of
commercial / shopping arcade
Constrained movement at Ray Street
laneway

3
29

9

30

2
8

1

37

31

OPPORTUNITIES

28
32
33
36
34
35
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Generous verge for street greening
Wide footpaths
Good public transport access
More seating and shaded areas
Path improvements on street corners
Large trees providing shade

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Views to the river from the top of the street
Planting of more street trees (in addition to
existing fruit trees)
Removal of no visitor signage
Large gum tree as place identifier
Aging buildings may be redeveloped in the
future

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Improve accessibility, pathways and lighting
Mature trees on verges and private
properties
Any future Winsor car park development
could front the street
Pedestrian/residential access to Mends
Street
Character elements with red paved entrance
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4. RAY STREET LANEWAY

5. SOUTH PERTH ESPLANDE
EAST OF MENDS STREET

6. MENDS STREET

7. MILL POINT ROAD
BETWEEN DARLEY ST
AND LABOUCHERE RD

17

78

83

36

POOR
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

15

PROMISING
PLACE QUALITY

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

65

Attractive

85

Attractive

35

Welcoming

5

Welcoming

70

Welcoming

85

Welcoming

35

Accessible

35

Accessible

95

Accessible

90

Accessible

45

Dynamic

10

Dynamic

70

Dynamic

70

Dynamic

35

Loved

20

Loved

90

Loved

85

Loved

30

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

Currently service laneway
Back of house use and grittiness that won’t
change unless redeveloped
Poor lighting and visibility for safety
Used as ‘quick’ thoroughfare for cars from
Darley Street / Ray Street
Gated neighboring residential building

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

•

No unique character
Poor lighting
No entry signs, walls and gated staircases
to private property – no public access to Mill
Point Road
Residential properties not active, with large
set back

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•

•
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PROMISING
PLACE QUALITY

Excellent view lines to the river and city
Future development on corner commercial
lot could front the laneway for improved
activation and use
Improve pedestrian thoroughfare to the
foreshore with separated path

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well maintained and used by people
exercising
Clustering of trees
Views to Perth city
Autonomous bus stop
paths and cycle connection
Large open space and some public
amenities

Ad-hoc retail and food and beverage offering
Accessibility poor in some buildings
(staircase to access shops)
Building bulk overpowering some areas on
the street
Vacant tenancies and buildings under
construction
Dominated by South Shore Centre building

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A number of character buildings (Windsor
Hotel & Chemist)
Distinctive street character with trees
Cycle parking good
Pedestrian crosswalks
Rear parking areas – potential development
opportunities
Main street activation
• Public phone and WiFi

Significant truck movement due to
surrounding construction
Road used for access to/from freeway and
to Victoria Park/Burswood
Noisy and hostile environment
Narrow footpath near freeway onramp
Petrol Station on landmark corner site

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Significant and mature trees near Windsor
Park
Heritage buildings bring character and
interest to the street
Excellent bus and ferry access
Public car park at Windsor Park
Improve pedestrian focus and slow traffic
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8. ZOO ACCESS ROAD

9. WINDSOR PARK
(INCLUDING COMMUNITY
FACILITIES)

10. HARPER TERRACE

11. FERRY STREET

55

94

34

48

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

45

95

Welcoming

40

Welcoming

55

Accessible

95

Accessible

45

Accessible

45

50

Dynamic

85

Dynamic

25

Dynamic

40

55

Loved

95

Loved

30

Loved

55

Attractive

Welcoming

60

Welcoming

Accessible

65

Dynamic
Loved
CONSTRAINTS
Back of house to zoo with air conditioners
and fencing
Narrow street and access way

100

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

Not well utilised
Bounded by busy roads
Heritage buildings backing park

CONSTRAINTS
•

•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Preferred thoroughfare for pedestrians
(mothers with children)
Disabled parking and access good
Unique solar panel structure provides shade
Alternative Zoo entrance
Improve zoo interface with Windsor Park

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
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BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

30

45

•

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

Attractive

•

GREAT
PLACE QUALITY

Neighbouring Zoo parking
Preferred walking route from Mends Street
Capture people visiting the Zoo with things
to do: a playground, BBQs etc.
Attractive landscaping and well maintained
with excellent tree canopy
Heritage buildings provide character and
sense of place

IGA closed and being redeveloped, current
back of house no plans for active street
frontage
New corner development poor street
interface and inactive frosted glass frontages
Narrow footpath
Poor quality street interface of new
development

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Potential active street with connection to
Mends Street
Excellent views to the Swan River
Developments could have active frontages
Future residential catchment to activate
street
More tree planting needed

Residential no entry signs and gated areas
Private car parks on street

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•

Mature street trees and residential trees
Quiet cul de sac

5

12. SOUTH PERTH ESPLANDE
BETWEEN MENDS ST AND
QUEENS ST

13. FRASERS LANE

14. MILL POINT ROAD NORTH

15. QUEEN STREET

75

46

70

74

PROMISING
PLACE QUALITY

PROMISING
PLACE QUALITY

PROMISING
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

60

Attractive

45

Attractive

85

Attractive

85

Welcoming

70

Welcoming

55

Welcoming

80

Welcoming

80

Accessible

90

Accessible

50

Accessible

65

Accessible

70

Dynamic

65

Dynamic

35

Dynamic

45

Dynamic

55

Loved

90

Loved

45

Loved

75

Loved

80

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

Wide reserve with residents set far back
from the street
No shade areas and reasons to stop
Active use of the grassed area may impact
residents
Residents street parking
Exposed area

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Active use of beach area – recreation and
reasons for people to use
Good cycling and walk paths
Improve shade for pedestrians, plant trees
and include shaded places to rest
Excellent views to Perth city
Wayfinding to Mends Street and Ferry
Improve water fountains and bike racks

Luminere development with site closed and
scaffolding tower present
Residential car parks on street interface
Commercial use in predominately residential
area

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES

6

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Large mature gum tree and other residential
trees
New childcare business on the corner
Sufficient car parking
River views from street

Mixture of random commercial in
predominately residential area
Construction trucks passing through to
access Freeway on-ramp
Substation on street – poor frontage and
maintenance
Residential towers with significant set back
Private residential and visitor parking at
street frontage

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Retain and promote as a character street
with mature Plain Trees
Bus shelter and public transport access
Traffic management and slowing of street
Good pedestrian access to Old Mill and
Narrows Bridge (access to City)

Private tennis courts on corner lots
Residential street with medium density
housing

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Well maintained and landscaped wide verges
Mature trees in residential lots and on the
street
Plant more trees for better coverage
Good street views to the Swan River
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16. MILL POINT CLOSE

17. MILLER’S POOL

18. MILL POINT RESERVE

19. OLD MILL

67

89

61

50

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

PROMISING
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

50

Attractive

85

Attractive

55

Attractive

50

Welcoming

65

Welcoming

95

Welcoming

70

Welcoming

30

Accessible

90

Accessible

95

Accessible

85

Accessible

75

Dynamic

65

Dynamic

80

Dynamic

30

Dynamic

40

Loved

65

Loved

90

Loved

65

Loved

55

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

Active use of the grassed area may impact
residents
Residents street parking
Exposed area

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

No direct pedestrian access to Old Mill
(stones)
Limited in use due to residential frontage
Flood area restricts development

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excellent views to Perth city
Wayfinding to Mends Street, Old Mill and
Ferry
Improve water fountains and bike racks
Active use of the jetty – potential for kayak
hire or launching area
Include shaded areas with benches and
seating
• Millers Pool frontage
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OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Wayfinding and interpretive signage
Public art and pedestrian pathway lighting
Include BBQs at new shade shelter
Excellent views to the Narrows, Kings Park,
city and Swan River

Legibility confusing, obscured by Narrows
Bridge
Dominated by parking
Lack of activity – impacts on safety
perception
Noisy

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Improve lighting, particularly under the
bridge
Water views
Shaded with large trees
Improve activation and public use
Activity related to boating, with boat/jet ski
ramp

Bus stop and turning area
Strange dead end with ugly built form
Old Mill is obscured by vegetation and
disconnected from public movement network

OPPORTUNITIES
•

•
•

A place that needs to reach its full
potential – Government owned land and
a key cultural/heritage artefact of regional
significance
Improve the street and make less redundant
road network
Improve activation of Old Mill area and
frontage to the street
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20. MELVILLE PDE PAW
(FOOTPATH)

21. MELVILLE PLACE (LANE)

22. MELVILLE PARADE NORTH

23. STIRLING STREET

17

40

33

45

POOR
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

5

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

40

Attractive

30

Attractive

35

Welcoming

20

Welcoming

35

Welcoming

30

Welcoming

40

Accessible

30

Accessible

45

Accessible

60

Accessible

65

Dynamic

30

Dynamic

20

Dynamic

30

Loved

50

Loved

25

Loved

55

Dynamic
Loved

0
30

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•

Walk through only – no vehicles
Dangerous and unsafe
Very close to Freeway traffic
Cul-de-sac road is a poor connectivity
outcome

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Improve safety and interface with Freeway
traffic
Well maintained private hedge
Improve wayfinding and legibility
Improve connectivity and use

Residential area
No reason to visit
Laneway environment, mostly servicing
residents for parking

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•

•
•

8

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

Lots of mature vegetation with laneway
reserve
Nice environment for walking and is shady
Apartment pool has direct visible interface
to laneway – potential to be opened for the
community?
Improve pedestrian and street lighting
Widen footpaths

High walls on private development
High walls result of the Freeway and lack of
barrier for residents
Traffic noise very loud
Poor and dilapidated built form including
remnant cottages

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Improve use and activation of large grassed
area
Install a sound wall to improve amenity for
pedestrians and residents
Widen footpaths and improve maintenance
Nice mature Norfolk Pine trees

Paved ‘urban’ sidewalks, but no street trees
Mainly used for on street parking for
residents

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Improve comfort for pedestrians
Include more street landscaping and tree
planting
Provide reasons for people to interact with
the street
Improve street design for on-street
residential parking
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24. SCOTT STREET

25. STONE STREET

26. MILL POINT ROAD MELVILLE PARADE PAW

27. JUDD STREET - MIELVILLE
PARADE CUL DE SAC

47

58

16

58

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

POOR
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

65

Attractive

80

Attractive

20

Attractive

75

Welcoming

35

Welcoming

45

Welcoming

10

Welcoming

55

Accessible

65

Accessible

70

Accessible

20

Accessible

80

Dynamic

30

Dynamic

40

Dynamic

20

Dynamic

20

Loved

40

Loved

55

Loved

10

Loved

60

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

Street feels like a driveway as properties
face adjacent street
Lots of garages on frontages with little
activation
Mix of residential densities with some lower
buildings

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•

Add to the nice street trees on eastern end,
by plating more to the west
Improve paving – currently uneven
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Terminates at freeway interchange, no easy
access to Mends Street area
Poor street interface with walls and fences
Residential area with medium to high density

CONSTRAINTS
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Excellent tree canopy and microclimate

Poor visual surveillance

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Improve use and function of the pocket park

Freeway interface
Huge safety risk with oncoming Freeway
traffic with no barrier

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•

Excellent mature trees
Include more seating in the park
Improve narrow pathway against freeway
and include safety barrier for pedestrians

9

28. MELVILLE PARADE SOUTH

29. BOWMAN STREET

30. LYALL STREET

31. HARDY STREET

44

49

62

53

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

40

Attractive

55

Attractive

65

Attractive

60

Welcoming

35

Welcoming

40

Welcoming

50

Welcoming

45

Accessible

80

Accessible

75

Accessible

80

Accessible

80

Dynamic

25

Dynamic

35

Dynamic

55

Dynamic

35

Loved

40

Loved

40

Loved

60

Loved

45

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

Interface with Freeway
Car park access dominates street

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good pocket park
Improve attraction of park by providing
reasons for people to linger
Improve streetscape and landscaping
Improve interface with Freeway
Iconic trees with significant microclimate
Potential to rationalise as linear parkway

Current trees are small and provide little
shade cover
Built form dominated by poor development
outcomes
Disconnected and poor legibility
Civic Heart development loading area at one
end and Freeway at the other

CONSTRAINTS
•

•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•

Peppermint trees consistently spaced

•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

10

New developments have poor interface –
blank and dark glass which takes away from
existing streetscape
Poorly concealed car park entry
New development poor quality, and glass
canopies add no value for pedestrians

CONSTRAINTS

Potential to preserve heritage, older
residential buildings
Excellent character to build on with wellmaintained cottages on corner
Strong potential connection to Mends Street
for pedestrians
Improve tree planting for better canopy
cover
Potential plaza at termination of Mends
Street

Street level commercial not yet leased
Mixed use development area
Terminates at Zoo but with no real benefit or
significance
Large small scale residential developments
occurring

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•

Residential buildings could continue use as
small scale commercial
Improve street tree planting for consistent
shade coverage
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32. CHARLES STREET

33. RICHARDSON STREET

34. RICHARDSON PARK

35. MELVILLE PDE ACCESS
ROAD

58

67

69

28

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

ORDINARY
PLACE QUALITY

POOR
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

45

Attractive

75

Attractive

60

Attractive

20

Welcoming

60

Welcoming

65

Welcoming

50

Welcoming

10

Accessible

80

Accessible

75

Accessible

85

Accessible

80

Dynamic

50

Dynamic

55

Dynamic

60

Dynamic

10

Loved

55

Loved

65

Loved

90

Loved

20

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

Feels safe, but no people around
Large new development is okay, but has very
low canopies and poor garage design

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•

Home office conversions with adaptive reuse
Attractive cluster of gum trees
Plant more street trees to improve canopy
cover
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Lots of perpendicular parking for the Park
use
Terminates at old Zoo café – poor interface
Some dated buildings

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•

Abuts Richardson Park with nice views
Consistent street trees between parking
bays
Large multi-dwelling developments add
consistency to the streetscape

Dedicated sporting use (Hockey and Cricket)
Assumed use on weekends and after school,
not active during weekdays
Weakens future train station catchment
(population)

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•

Improve club house built form
Diversify use of the park by the broader
community
Leverage active sporting use
Improve edges with playgrounds or other
multi-generational uses

Located on boundary of precinct on Freeway
edge
Significant traffic noise
No setback or bugger

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•

Cycling route
Cluster of mature fig trees
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36. LABOUCHERE ROAD
SOUTH OF RICHARDSON
PARK

37. LABOUCHERE ROAD
BETWEEN JUDD STREET
AND RICHARDSON STREET

45

46

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

BELOW AVERAGE
PLACE QUALITY

Attractive

55

Attractive

60

Welcoming

30

Welcoming

30

Accessible

55

Accessible

50

Dynamic

45

Dynamic

45

Loved

45

Loved

45

CONSTRAINTS
•
•

Limited opportunities for built form with Zoo
fence and park parking on each side
Car dominated

CONSTRAINTS
•
•
•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•

12

Attractive row of gum trees in central median
Plant more trees on sidewalks for consistent
cover
Slow traffic to improve pedestrian experience
and safety

Car dominated
Key movement corridor to access Freeway
Heavy traffic but relatively easy to cross with
generous median
Small and constrained footpaths inadequate
for urban area

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•

Pedestrian crossing provides access to the
Zoo and Windsor Park
Add to existing trees in central median by
planting more on the sidewalks
Slow traffic to improve pedestrian experience
and safety, particularly during peak times
(am & pm)
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APPENDIX 3

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
OUTCOMES
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PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY ONE: DISCUSSION
MENDS STREET

Mends Street (Foreshore to Bowls Club)

Mends Street - Heritage

Why is Mends Street not working?

Benchmarks

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY ONE: DISCUSSION
MENDS STREET / MILL
POINT ROAD ‘TRIANGLE’

FORESHORE

Foreshore Activation
(Public realm and access)

PENINSULA
Miller’s Pool

Ferry Station

Elizabeth Quay – an opportunity

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY ONE: DISCUSSION
FUTURE TRAIN STATION

PUBLIC REALM AND
ENVIRONMENT

RICHARDSON PARK
Hockey Club – Richardson Park

Pavement Size (width)

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY ONE: DISCUSSION
BUILDINGS AND
ARCHITECTURE
Built form

Overshadowing

TRANSPORT, ACCESS
AND PARKING
Public Transport

Parking / connectivity

Setbacks

Connectors

Driverless Bus

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY ONE: DISCUSSION
DESTINATION, COMMUNITY, HERITAGE + CHARACTER
Economy

Housing Diversity
Tourism Development

Heritage

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY TWO: DISCUSSION

Destination Drivers
Presentation by John Del Dosso – Colliers International
Commercial Drivers

Special Design Area (SDA)

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY TWO: DISCUSSION
Building Heights

Precinct Boundaries

General

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY TWO: DISCUSSION
MOVEMENT AND TRANSPORT
Presentation by Tim Judd – GTA Consultants

Station

Parking

Movement Network

Other Comments

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY TWO: DISCUSSION
BUILT FORM AND PUBLIC REALM
Public realm presentation by Peter Ciemitis (RobertsDay) and Howard Mitchell (EPCAD)
Public Realm

Setbacks

Richardson Park

Character Areas

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY TWO: DISCUSSION
Built Form

Building Height

Public Realm / street environment

PLANNING DESIGN FORUM

DAY TWO: DISCUSSION
PLANNING AND GOVERNANCE
Presentation by Ross Duckham (RobertsDay)
Desired outcomes

Precinct Boundary

Planning Framework

